
TRASHionals 12 
Round 2 
Toss-Ups 

1. During the 2008 season, this school's women's volleyball team featured the NCAA leader in kills, Yarimar Rosa. Their 
men's soccer team was defeated by St. John's 4 - 1 in the 1996 NCAA Men's Championships. Originally known as the 
Sunblazers, their notable alumni include Carlos Arroyo, Mike Lowell, and Raja Bell. Until recently, Don Strock was the 
coach of their football team. Strock resigned at the end of 2006 following a notable October 14 meeting with Miami that 
featured an extra point attempt that degraded into a brawl. The Golden Panthers are the nickname of, for ten points, what 
school that is once again in the headlines, this time for trying turn around its hapless men's basketball team with the hiring 
of Isiah Thomas? 

Answer: Florida International University (prompt on Golden Panthers or Sunblazers before mentioned) 

2. Both Anita Bryant and Valjean had some success with this song in 1959 and 1962, respectively. Sue Raney's version 
was released even before the original cast started performing it on Broadway, while the Beatles used it at their less-than-
successful audition for Decca Records, though they would later perform it during their first Ed Sullivan appearance. 
McCartney himself learned the song from listening to Peggy Lee's version, and only much later learned that it came from 
a Meredith Wilson work. More recently, the song was learnt by the rapping granny in The Wedding Singer to sing for her 
husband on their anniversary. Originally sung by librarian Marian Paroo to Professor Harold Hill in The Music Man, 
name, for ten points, this love ballad in which the singer is initially ignorant to "love all around," "birds in the sky" and 
"bells on the hill." 

Answer: "Till There Was You" 

3. Due to separate lawsuits, the word "droid" had to be removed from the original 1984 Jordan Weisman and L. Ross 
Babcock material, as did illustrations which were licensed images from Crusher Joe, Dougram, and Macross, including 
the Crusader, Griffin, and Goliath. The rules have been consolidated into Total Warfare, which includes dropships, 
Strategic Operations, which has rules for operating multiple lances, and Interstellar Operations, which has rules to attempt 
to control the Inner Sphere as members of a Succession House. Initial factions included House Steiner and House Kurita, 
but the introduction of the Clans, with entirely new mecha designs, changed the storyline heavily. For ten points, name 
this game created by FASA and now owned by Wizkids involving giant robot combat. 

Answer: Battletech 

4. This group was featured in the film Tin Men, and recorded a cover of the Buzzcocks' "Ever Fallen In Love" for the 
Something Wild soundtrack. The self-titled 1985 debut release of this band, formed by Andy Cox and David Steele, two 
former members of the English Beat, scored UK hits with "Johnny Come Home" and a cover of Elvis Presley's 
"Suspicious Minds." Known for the distinctive voice of singer Roland Gift, they had bigger hits with a string of singles 
from their second, and final, album The Raw And The Cooked, whose tracks included "I'm Not The Man I Used To Be" 
and "Don't Look Back." For ten points, name this group who topped the Hot 100 in 1989 with both "Good Thing" and 
"She Drives Me Crazy." 

Answer: Fine Young Cannibals 

5. Noted comic book illustrator Terrance Zdunich appears in this movie as the narrator, Graverobber, who peddles the 
addictive drug Zydrate, while a blind woman whose eyes can project 3-D holograms is portrayed by singer Sarah 
Brightman. Paul Sorvino stars as Rotti Largo, who does not wish his deranged children Luigi, Pavi, or Amber Sweet to 
inherit GeneCo, so instead he attempts to seduce the pale-skinned Shilo into killing her father - played by Anthony 
Stewart Head - whose job is to harvest organs when owners cannot meet their payments. Co-starring Alexa Vega, Bill 
Moseley, and Ogre and directed by Saw's Darren Lynn Bousman, this is, for ten points, what 2008 sci-fi-tinged rock 
musical featuring Paris Hilton? 

Answer: Repo! The Genetic Opera 



6. He has a rare neurological syndrome involving an inability to process adrenaline that is named after him. In a January 
2008 interview with Stephen Colbert, this author was mocked for not wearing a tie, and for his laid-back attitude toward 
infallibility. He released his most recent book on Election Day 2008, a work broken into sections detailing times for 
celebration, salvation, and reconciliation. However his role in financing Proposition 8 in California brought about 
divisiveness that spilled over when President Obama requested this author to give the invocation at the Inaugural. For ten 
points, name this controversial pastor who wrote the mega-selling books The Purpose of Christmas and The Purpose 
Driven Life. 

Answer: Rick Warren 

7. It is suggested that the central event of this song is a likely subject of next Sunday's sermon and a topic of discussion in 
the local beauty shop. We are told that "nothing quite like this has ever happened here before" but also that "her folks 
shoulda seen it comin' - it was only a matter of time." The only known clue to a woman's departure is a 6-word note left 
on a screen door, as it's not specified if anyone else was present in the backyard at "a little past nine" when a white pickup 
truck pulled up to the house. That truck is allegedly heading to Las Vegas while a girl's distraught father just stares out the 
kitchen window, hopefully not simply because she didn't finish the laundry. For ten points, name this 2004 country chart 
topping hit for Sara Evans in which a young pony-tailed girl of 18 leaves home with the clothes hangin' out on the line. 

Answer: Suds In The Bucket 

8. Inspirations for this character were a supermarket greeter familiar to the character's voice actor and a prospective 
character named Dean Stoeber, a senior financial analyst. The oldest surviving member of Skull and Bones, his dog, Jesse, 
is roughly the same age and suffers from similar mobility issues. When his paperboy moves south with his family, he 
leaves 113 messages on their answering machine looking for him. He battled an evil tree to protect the paperboy, a scene 
cribbed from Gandalf's showdown with the Balrog in The Fellowship of the Ring, and in the Star Wars episode of the 
show he plays Obi Wan Kenobi. His audition song to become organist at Quahog's Catholic church was "I Know What 
Boys Like." Generally appearing in a blue bathrobe and with a walker, name, for ten points, this Family Guy character 
who lusts for Chris as Spooner Street's resident pedophile. 

Answer: Old Man Herbert 

9. He was captain of the US team for the 1985 Ryder Cup, having played in the previous five. A self-taught golfer, he is in 
the PGA top 20 for wins, but is the second-most winning golfer on the Champions Tour. He won the first of his six majors 
in 1968, coming back from one stroke down to win by four over Jack Nicklaus. Nicklaus would also finish second to him 
at the 1971 US Open, 1972 British Open, and 1974 PGA Championships. Known for his sense of humor and a back injury 
sustained by being hit by lightning at the 1975 Western Open, name, for ten points, this golfer nicknamed Supermex. 

Answer: Lee Trevino 

10. Hullabaloo and Custard were mascots for the BBC2 when it launched in 1964, while Stomper is the mascot for Total 
Nonstop Wrestling. Zippy, Lizzie and Kasey are mascots for the University of Akron, a high school and the University of 
Missouri-Kansas City, respectively. Kylie advertised chocolate cereal, a sour one appears in a Dr. Seuss book, while 
Skippy starred in his own 1960s television show. In video games, we've seen Ricky in Oracle of Seasons and Oracle of 
Ages, Ripper in Crash Bandicoot, Sheila in Spyro, and the pugilistic Roger in Tekken. For ten points, name this Southern 
Hemisphere species represented in the Beanie Baby line by Austin, Willoughby, Ricochet and Pouch. 

Answer: Kangaroo 



11. Jonathan Demme's Talking Heads concert movie Stop Making Sense was filmed at this location. Designed by B. 
Marcus Priteca, it was erected in 1930, while its namesake was on trial for sexually assaulting a teenager named Eunice 
Pringle. Howard Hughes moved his personal offices here after RKO acquired it in the 1940s, and it hosted the Academy 
Awards from 1949 to 1959. Its current owners, the Nederlander family, have used it to showcase the Los Angeles 
productions of such hit musicals as The Lion King and Wicked. For ten points, name this theatrical landmark located at the 
corner of Hollywood and Vine. 

Answer: the Pantages Theatre 

12. The last episode made saw Larry Cone's t-shirt business succeed after George Clooney was seen wearing one, only to 
have business crash when one of Larry's t's is seen on Kevin Federline. The business is saved by Heather Hanson, Larry's 
ex. In the final aired episode, Larry finally agrees to auction off the engagement ring he bought for Heather, after pressure 
from roommate Henry Beckman to sell it so they could buy a wine refrigerator. Harry became Larry's roommate after 
losing his girlfriend, job and apartment, a thin premise that may explain why this show was canceled four episodes into 
the 2006-07 season. Name, for ten points, this short-lived Fox sitcom whose title came from the event celebrated every 
day at 4 o'clock by Harry and Larry. 

Answer: Happy Hour 

13. Parties advertising this take the guesswork out of an evening by having folks wear indications of their relationship-
status. A diet for children by this name is an eight-week program by Leonard Epstein and Sally Squires in which foods are 
coded based on their caloric impact. Drinks by this name incorporate three shots glasses of vodka mixed with Midori or 
apple pucker, orange or pineapple juice and cranberry juice, respectively, although Jose Cuervo can be substituted in the 
second step and sloe gin can replace the cranberry juice for a series of shots that will really mess you up. Garrett Morgan 
invented the device for which all of the aforementioned have been named. For ten points, identify this electric signal 
consisting of red, yellow and green. 

Answer: Stoplight or Traffic light 

14. [AUDIO] TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED. For ten points each, name the two men talking: [Track #6] 

Answer: Ben Affleck and Matt Damon (from their Oscar acceptance speech) 

15. The events of this song take place over two similar rainy evenings, the second reminding the protagonist so much of 
the first that he thinks he sees his own shadow pass him by. Both inspire the narrator to note how much changed that first 
night when the title character was inspired to a musical career after having heard a sound that "blew him away," namely, 
the sound of "one guitar." For ten points, name this 1981 hit, the 10th Top 40 hit for Foreigner, about a man who "[makes] 
it to the top" and has "gotta keep rockin," "with stars in his eyes. " 

Answer: Juke Box Hero 

16. This slugger began managing in the Puerto Rican leagues in 1968 winning two titles with the Santurce Crabbers. He 
was the first player-manager named in the major leagues since the A's promoted Hank Bauer in 1961, and preceded the 
trend followed by the hiring of players Joe Torre and Don Kessinger in 1977 and 1978, respectively. Like the Tribe's 
success in 1948 with player-manager Lou Boudreau, this DH was lauded for his efforts in bringing Cleveland its first 
winning record in ten years in 1976. For ten points, name this first African-American manager in the majors, who has 
since been fired five times assembling a 1065-1176 record. 

Answer: Frank Robinson 



17. This activity went "Behind the Mask" in a Super NES game while Bill Budge created a Construction Set for this in an 
early computer title. On the Game Boy Advance, players fight six different bosses in a House of the Dead version while a 
Galactic type is one of the few games made for the Virtual Boy. The GameCube's Odama attempts to infuse strategy into 
this genre and a Genesis game involving this opens with Sonic attempting to gather three Chaos Emeralds in a sewer. 
Metroid Prime turned out to be a very logical thematic choice for a game about this because of Samus Aran's ability to 
morph into a ball. These are all video versions of, for ten points, what arcade room staple? 

Answer: pinball 

18. This man had a supporting role as a knife grinder in Fritz Lang's Liliom, based on the play that inspired Carousel. 
Sami Frey portrayed him in a 1993 French film based on Jacques Prevel's memoir about being "In the Company of" him, 
and he collaborated with Germaine Dulac on the first surrealist movie, The Seashell and the Clergyman. Historical figures 
he's incarnated include Savonarola in Abel Gance's Lucrezia Borgia, Jean-Paul Marat in Gance's Napoleon, and Jean 
Massieu in Carl Dreyer's The Passion of Joan of Arc. For ten points, name this author of The Theatre and Its Double 
associated with the "theater of cruelty." 

Answer: Antonin Artaud 

19. One notable moment in #76 is considered to have started the Bronze Age of Comics, where a man accosts the title 
character saying that he heard "how on a planet someplace you helped out the orange skins, and you done considerable for 
the purple skins, only there's skins you never bothered with... the black skins!" This marked the beginning of Dennis 
O'Neil and Neil Adams' run, which spent much time addressing social issues. #86 featured "co-star" Oliver Queen's 
sidekick Speedy shooting heroin. The "blue skins", the Guardians of Oa, were downplayed, as were the Corps and 
Sinestro. For ten points, name this comic that at the time featured Hal Jordan and his power ring. 

Answer: Green Lantern / Green Arrow (do not accept or prompt on just "Green Arrow") 

20. He spent much of the 1980s and '90s in computer-related ventures, often in sales and marketing, helping to build 
companies like Visual Software, Integrated Micro Solutions, and Eskape Labs. His best-known character had a similar job 
as an adult, as seen in a 1988 Christmas reunion movie. He's appeared with castmates from his best-known project on a 
celebrity episode of The Weakest Link, which he won, and Celebrity Family Feud. He's become a favorite of VH1 
programmers, as his appearance on the fourth season of The Surreal Life begat a show about his relationship with 
America's Next Top Model season one winner Adrienne Curry. Now also a game show host thanks to his work on Trivial 
Pursuit: America Plays, name, for ten points, this actor best known for playing Peter on The Brady Bunch. 

Answer: Christopher Knight 

21. YEAR AND TEAM REQUIRED. This team avenged the previous year's 4-3 loss in the Finals to Washington with a 
decisive 4-1 series victory over Elvin Hayes' crew. The team's composition from the prior year was mostly unchanged but 
for Marvin Webster's defection to New York leading to an increased reliance on second year big man Jack Sikma, and 
crafty veteran forward Paul Silas. But the core of the team was the solid backcourt of leading scorer Gus Williams and 
Finals MVP Dennis Johnson. For ten points, name the year and team of the only NBA title won by Lenny Wilkins as a 
coach. 

Answer: 1978-79 Seattle Supersonics 



TRASHionals 12 
Round 2 
Bonuses 

1. Time for some fear and loathing on the buzzer circuit! Name these characters based on Hunter S. Thompson for ten 
points each. 

1. Thompson announced that if he ever met Garry Trudeau, he would set him on fire for creating this Doonesbury 
character, who is now running a lobbying firm whose clients include the dictator of Berzerkistan. 
Answer: Uncle Duke  

2. This crusading journalist and main character of Warren Ellis' Transmetropolitan is an anarchist with an orgasm 
pistol, a dangerous combination. 
Answer: Spider Jerusalem  

3. This character from The Venture Brothers, an employee of the Office of Secret Intelligence, often appears in drag, 
as did Thompson. 
Answer: Hunter Gathers  

2. For ten points each, name the member of Starfleet based on their court-martial. 

1. In "The Menagerie," he hijacks the Enterprise to go to Talos 4, where a simple radio communication can lead to a 
person getting the death penalty. 
Answer: Spock  

2. In "The Drumhead," this Next Generation character is brought to trial by Read Admiral Norah Satie, claiming that 
he's part of a larger conspiracy against the Federation. He shows her paranoia by using the words of her father, a 
jurist, against her. 
Answer: Jean-Luc Picard  

3. He was court-martialed and dishonorably discharged from Starfleet after admitting to falsifying records to hide 
that his error killed three officers in a crash on Caldik Prime. He would later join the Maquis, get caught, and be 
sent to prison, only to be offered parole by Kathryn Janeway if he acted as her informant against the Maquis. 
Answer: Tom Paris  

3. Nothing makes something cheesier than taking a look at younger versions of characters. For ten points each: 

1. The obvious superiority of older versions of characters to their younger counterparts is evidenced by the inclusion 
of "Young" and "Toon" versions of this left-handed swordsman in the Smash Brothers franchise. 
Answer: Link  

2. This Donnick Cary cartoon spoofing the 43rd president was able to show us that making things cuter certainly 
doesn't make their ideas any smarter. 
Answer: Lil' Bush  

3. This 1991 cartoon series featured the nephew of a secret agent as well as Horace Boothroyd III and Gordon 
"Gordo" Leiter. 
Answer: James Bond Jr.  

4. He filmed the climax of Black Sunday at Super Bowl X and cast Rock Hudson as a rejuvenated middle-aged 
businessman in the philosophical thriller Seconds. For ten points each: 

1. Name this director of Ronin, Seven Days in May, and Birdman of Alcatraz who won 3 consecutive Emmys for 
directing TV movies in the 1990s. 
Answer: John Frankenheimer  

2. Frankenheimer may be best known for this satirical 1962 suspense film starring Laurence Harvey as a 
brainwashed Korean war vet and Angela Lansbury as his sinister mother. 
Answer: The Manchurian Candidate  

3. Based on a true story, this 1964 Frankheimer film deals with the French Underground's efforts to save great 
artworks from being looted by a crazed Nazi colonel played by Paul Scofield. 
Answer: The Train  



5. Leaving centerfield in Atlanta can be hazardous to your career. For ten points each name these former Braves who fell 
off the table after leaving the I-75-85 split: 

1. This former Gold Glover was released from his mega-contract with the Dodgers after just one injury filled season 
in 2008. 
Answer: Andruw Jones  

2. This two-time MVP went to Philadelphia in a trade at age 34. He only hit 27 of his 398 homers after leaving 
Atlanta. 
Answer: Dale Murphy  

3. This speedster led the N.L. in triples, hits, and batting average in 1974 and twice finished second in batting 
average in '71 and '72. He had a pair of .300 seasons with the White Sox; but was out of baseball by 1980 at age 
34. 
Answer: Ralph Garr  

6. [AUDIO] TWO ANSWERS PER PART. For five points each, given a clip of a song with a numbered title, name the 
song and the artist: 

1. [Track #7] 
Answer: "Mambo #5 (A Little Bit of....)" by Lou Bega  

2. [Track #8] 
Answer: "Waltz #1" by Elliott Smith  

3. [Track #9] 
Answer: "New Orleans Instrumental No. 1" by R.E.M.  

7. For ten points each, name these people who have the travel bug. 

1. His travel bug sees him participate in native sports, such as Muay Thai fighting in Thailand and rugby in England, 
as this NFL linebacker Tackles the Globe. 
Answer: Dhani Jones  

2. Her travel bug takes her to the world's sexiest beaches, appropriate for a former Playboy model and one of The 
Girls Next Door "dating" Hugh Hefner. 
Answer: Bridget Marquardt  

3. His travel bug forces him to travel the world putting stuff down his gullet that you'd never even think to eat as 
host of Bizarre Foods. 
Answer: Andrew Zimmern  

8. For ten points each, answer these questions about the coaching career of Diego Maradona. 

1. Maradona won his first game out with Argentina, topping this national team 1-0 at Hampden Park, the site of his 
first national team goal in 1979. 
Answer: Scotland  

2. Maradona's first win in 2010 World Cup qualifying came at home, a 4-0 win over this side, the only South 
American team to never qualify for a World Cup. 
Answer: Venezuela  

3. Maradona got April Fooled when, playing at altitude, his side was whipped 6-1 by this team, currently in next-to-
last place in CONMEBOL qualifying. 
Answer: Bolivia  



9. Hazing, it's not just for idiots on campus. For ten points each: 

1. Since the 1980s, Shellbacks have initiated Pollywogs in a manner a little friendlier than hazing when this event 
occurs in the Navy and Coast Guard. 
Answer: Crossing the line or first crossing of the Equator (or equivalents)  

2. The admittance to issuing a "Code Red" by this Jack Nicholson-portrayed character is the turning point in the trial 
in A Few Good Men. 
Answer: Colonel Nathan Jessup  

3. Karl Agathon and Galen Tyrol are spared from a nearly-lethal blanket party when Jack Fisk stops members from 
the Pegasus's crew from killing them for killing Lt. Thorn in this television series. 
Answer: Battlestar Galatica  

10. They say that all politics is show business. For ten points each, name these US Senators from their involvement with 
movies. 

1. Art imitated life when this man was cast as himself in 1985's Marie: A True Story, launching his acting career; life 
then imitated art when, after playing a senator in the 1993 remake Born Yesterday, he was elected to fill Al Gore's 
seat from Tennessee. 
Answer: Fred Dalton Thompson  

2. This 84-year-old, currently serving his seventh consecutive term as Hawaii's senior senator, appeared in 1994's 
The Next Karate Kid (not, sadly, as Mr. Miyagi). 
Answer: Daniel Inouye  

3. This Virginia senator was a writer and producer on 2000's Rules of Engagement, and his script for Whisky River is 
currently in development by Rob Reiner. 
Answer: James "Jim" Webb  

11. The producer Brian Burton, better known as Danger Mouse, has a very busy 2008. Answer these questions about his 
2008 output, for ten points each. 

1. In March, Danger Mouse and rapper/singer Cee-Lo released their second album, The Odd Couple, under this 
name; their previous effort, 2006's St. Elsewhere featured the massive hit "Crazy." 
Answer: Gnarls Barkley  

2. Danger Mouse was working on a project with Ike Turner and this garage-blues duo from Ohio; when Turner died, 
Danger Mouse and the band soldiered on, the result being the album Attack & Release, released last April. 
Answer: The Black Keys  

3. In July 2008, saw the release of this most recent Beck album, featuring "Chemtrails" and "Gamma Ray", which 
was also produced by Danger Mouse. 
Answer: Modern Guilt  

12. For ten points each, name these games that all feature a location in common: 

1. Huang Lee's failed initial attempt to deliver a sword in Liberty City starts off this recent Nintendo DS release. 
Answer: Grand Theft Auto: Chinatown Wars  

2. This downloadable PS3 game's second stage also takes place in Chinatown, more specifically, the one in 
Yokohama, Japan. The goal of this game's title character is to traverse the globe and escort survivors to the 
Escape Zone. 
Answer: The Last Guy  

3. The second mission of the arcade version of this game is an assault on Chinatown. While it was controversial for 
being too realistic in its day, this Konami light gun game's digitized graphics and "Justifier" gun just look cheesy 
today. 
Answer: Lethal Enforcers  



13. For ten points each, name these short-lived 2008 mid-season replacement TV series: 

1. FOX only went three episodes with this show starring Parker Posey as a kiddie book editor. 
Answer: The Return of Jezebel James  

2. FOX went twice as long with this show starring Julianna Margulies as a defense lawyer. 
Answer: Canterbury's Law  

3. FOX went eight-deep with this series about a 400-year-old New York homicide detective. 
Answer: New Amsterdam  

14. Some people put decals on their cars to express their faith. Others do so to mock those folks. For ten points each: 

1. A lot of people put one of these symbols, consisting of two intersecting arcs, on the backs of their vehicles to 
indicate their Christian faith. 
Answer: Ichthys or Jesus fish  

2. This son of the guy who came up with the concepts for Andromeda and Earth: Final Conflict designed a fish with 
the idea to shift focus from discussions of our origins to what the future may hold for us as a species, possibly in 
the stars. 
Answer: Eugene Roddenberry  

3. Some Muslims have adopted this critter as their decal of choice in an effort to one-up the Christian's symbol – 
besides being able to eat the Christian symbol, they definitely win for cooler decal. 
Answer: Shark  

15. Want to make a splash with your toy? Get a daytime talk show host to pimp it. 

1. Rosie O'Donnell gave a second life to this 1980's rubber toy by throwing them at audience members and lining 
her desk with them 
Answer: Koosh balls  

2. Merv Griffin commented on the run on these chubby cheeked dolls in Fall 1983 adding to the "must-have" factor 
Cabbage Patch Kids 
Tom Hanson promoted this elongated hackey derivative, called "the world's first handbag game", on Martha 
Stewart's show in November 2008 with about 20 kids, most of whom were paid shills. 
Answer: Saceasi  

16. For ten points each, answer the following about members of '70s-era funk bands going solo and becoming stars of 
R&B and Adult Contemporary radio. 

1. This Southern band had funk classics like "Machine Gun" and "Brick House," but more of their pop hits, such as 
"Easy" and "Three Times A Lady," were ballads by saxophone and piano player and vocalist Lionel Richie, who 
had several more hits as a solo artist in the '80s. 
Answer: The Commodores  

2. Originally the drummer but eventually the lead singer of the funk-soul group L.T.D., his solo career produced hits 
such as "On The Wings Of Love." 
Answer: Jeffrey Osbourne  

3. In the 1970s, she was the lead singer of the funk band Rufus. Her 1978 solo debut featured the hit "I'm Every 
Woman." Later hits included "Ain't Nobody" and "Through The Fire." 
Answer: Chaka Khan  



17. Name these fantasy and SF authors who keep prolonging their series ad nauseam for ten points each. 

1. This author is revisiting his Ringworld story with prequels like "Fleet of Worlds" and "Juggler of Worlds". 
Answer: Larry Niven  

2. Not only has this hack just put out his 25th Xanth novel, "Two to the Fifth", he's also revisited a series he started 
in the eighties, the Incarnations of Immortality series, with "Under a Velvet Cloak". 
Answer: Piers Anthony  

3. After a messy divorce from co-author Jody Lynn Nye, this author's comic Myth-INC series has become a joyless 
exercise in grinding out royalties, with the most recent incarnation being Myth-Chief. 
Answer: Robert Asprin  

18. Answer the following about the career of a Broadway actor, for ten points each. 

1. His debut performance as Roger Davis in RENT earned him an Obie and a Theater World Award, as well as a 
Tony nomination. 
Answer: Adam Pascal  

2. Pascal also originated the role of this Egyptian general in Elton John and Tim Rice's Aida. 
Answer: Radames  

3. Pascal provided the narration and sang "I'm Not an Egg Anymore" in the "Tale of the Mighty Knights" episode of 
this 3D CGI children's television show created by Janice Burgess. 
Answer: The Backyardigans  

19. Answer the following about the aftermath of the 2006 Duke lacrosse scandal for ten points each. 

1. All the affected players were given extra eligibility, which was accepted by many of them - helping Duke reach 
the 2007 NCAA lacrosse final in Baltimore, falling 12-11 to this traditional lacrosse power, who had the 
advantage of playing the final in their hometown. 
Answer: Johns Hopkins University or JHU  

2. They did so without this coach, who was fired by Duke shortly after the scandal broke. 
Answer: Mike Pressler  

3. Pressler settled a lawsuit against Duke over his firing and now coaches at this Rhode Island school, best known 
for being the longtime training camp site for the New England Patriots. 
Answer: Bryant University  

20. For ten points each, name these actresses who starred in films inspired by the Arabian Nights. 

1. "They're all gonna laugh at you!" if you can't name this actress who played Princess Azura in Son of Ali Baba and 
Princess Khairuzan in The Golden Blade in the '50s, but is better known as scary mama Margaret White in Carrie. 
Answer: Piper Laurie  

2. This Dominican-born sex symbol starred opposite Jon Hall in six Technicolor adventure films made by Universal 
in the 1940s, including Arabian Nights and Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves. 
Answer: Maria Montez  

3. This Welsh Oscar winner made her screen debut as Scheherazade in the 1990 French film Les 1001 Nuits; she 
later voiced the love interest Marina in 2003's loose adaptation Sinbad: Legend of the Seven Seas. 
Answer: Catherine Zeta-Jones  



21. Candles were big in the 1970's, and even bigger in pop music. For ten points each, answer questions about these 
flaming references. 

1. Elton John included this ode to Marilyn Monroe on 1973's Goodbye Yellow Brick Road. 
Answer: Candle in the Wind  

2. Her 1970 hit "Lay Down (Candles in the Rain)" was inspired by the Woodstock festival; she had a bigger hit later 
the following year with "Brand New Key," famously featured in Boogie Nights. 
Answer: Melanie Safka  

3. This singer-actress was nominated for an Oscar for Candle on the Water from the 1977 Disney film Pete's 
Dragon. 
Answer: Helen Reddy  

22. For ten points each, name these defunct television networks: 

1. Home to Cavalcade of the Stars and Captain Video and His Video Rangers, this network shut down way back in 
1956. 
Answer: DuMont Television Network  

2. Heritage Foundation co-founder Paul Weyrich was behind this conservative cable network which claimed to be 
"America's voice". 
Answer: National Empowerment Television or NET  

3. This attempted fifth network tried to launch with a single night and added a second night in its second season. 
Despite shows like Kung Fu: The Legend Continues and Babylon 5, it devolved into a syndication service. 
Answer: PTEN or Prime Time Entertainment Network  

 


